Abstract-We examine use of proton single-event effect (SEE) data to constrain heavy-ion SEE susceptibility. We discuss limitations due to short-range proton recoils, especially for destructive SEE modes. We develop an equivalent linear energy transfer metric that reduces risk that proton data will significantly underestimate SEE susceptibility and suggest a probabilistic model for using proton data to constrain device-sensitive volumes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A LTHOUGH heavy-ion single-event effects (SEEs) pose serious threats to semiconductor devices in space, many missions face difficulties testing such devices at heavy-ion accelerators. Low-cost missions such as cubesats often find such testing beyond their budgets. Even well-funded missions face issues testing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components due to packaging and integration [1] , [2] . Some missions wish to fly COTS systems without investigating each component. Heavy-ion testing such parts and systems requires access to expensive and hard-to-access ultra-high energy ion accelerators [3] , or significant modification of the part or system to allow the ion beam to access the device-sensitive volume (SV). To avoid these problems, some have proposed using recoil ions from high-energy protons as a proxy to bound heavy-ion SEE rates [4] - [7] . High-energy proton testing avoids the range issues of heavy-ion testing (see Fig. 1 ), potentially producing ions in the SV with linear energy transfer (LET) up to MeV cm mg [4] . Moreover, once the proton beam has traversed a few tens of m of material, newly generated ions replace those that reach the end of their range. Thus, over much of the proton beam's range, the recoil environment it produces does not depend on the overburden [see Fig. 1(b) ] above the SV.
However, bounding heavy-ion SEE rates with proton data is also challenging (see Table I ). Protons produce recoil ions over a range of angles, energies and ion species (Z), so these characteristics will not be known for an ion causing a particular SEE. Protons have long ranges because they interact weakly with the target material. The order of magnitude difference between electrical and nuclear LET reflects the rarity or proton-nuclear collisions, which result in a recoil ion, which may subsequently cause SEE. (b) As such, while ions from an accelerator would range out in overburden, protons generate a heavy-ion environment that remains consistent over much of the proton range.
Since destructive SEE (DSEE) dependence on these characteristics is complicated [8] - [12] , bounding heavy-ion DSEE rates with proton data can be especially problematic.
We begin by discussing the kinematics of proton recoils and compare the approach taken for this work to those taken in [4] - [7] . We then discuss destructive SEE mechanisms, particularly dependence on angle Z and energy, which illustrate the shortcomings of describing a heavy-ion environment purely in terms of LET. We define simplified SV for various SEE modes and define an equivalent LET (LET ) that better parameterizes SEE susceptibility. We then discuss results using that metric and the hardness assurance implications of these results. Finally, we propose a generalized linear model that should present a more realistic method for bounding heavy-ion SEE susceptibilities using proton data.
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II. PROTON NUCLEAR RECOILS AND PREVIOUS STUDIES
The difficulty of bounding heavy-ion SEE rates with proton SEE data arises from the complex kinematics of proton-nuclear recoils. While [4] - [7] consider recoil ion production versus ion species, energy and angle, the emphasis is on the LET spectrum of recoils. [4] looked at the LET distribution of particles incident on a thin ( m m m thick) Si slab embedded within a larger, inert Si mass. The authors conclude that 10% of "events" produce ions with LET MeV cm mg, and that ions with LET up to MeV cm mg are possible. (What constitutes an "event" is not specified, but presumably this means an inelastic proton-Si collision.) The authors note that the yearly galactic cosmic ray (GCR) flux with LET MeV cm mg for the International Space Station is only cm year and suggest that this equates to negligible residual risk for parts tested with 200 MeV protons. Unfortunately, SV for many SEE modes, particularly DSEE are thicker than m [8] - [12] . [5] attempts to account for these thicker SV by dividing the LET for particles with range less than 5 m by the ratio of their range to 5 m. This approach has two shortcomings. First, as discussed in the next section, SV for DSEE are often much deeper than 5 m. Second, most ions with are on the low-energy side of the Bragg peak, so LET decreases rapidly over the particle range. We suggest that a more appropriate metric for compensating for the limited range of proton recoils is an equivalent LET defined as the average energy deposited ( ) over the SV depth d normalized to the material density LET
An ion with this constant LET and incident normally to the SV would deposit the same charge in it. LET subsumes the normal effective LET (LET divided by the cosine of the particle angle of incidence to the device normal) commonly used in SEE testing. [6] and [7] do not address issues of SV depth or the challenges of using proton data to bound DSEE rates.
Even limiting the discussion to nondestructive SEE, inferring heavy-ion susceptibility from proton SEE data may pose difficulties. For small ( m ) SV, LET describes the average energy loss, while SEE may result from rare events (e.g., energetic delta rays) that deposit far more than this average [13] . Extreme events for high-energy ions deposit far more energy in a small SV than events of similar probability for low-energy ions. In particular, if multibit upsets are a concern, or if hardened latches relying on spatially separated redundant nodes are being used, then proton testing may not reveal susceptibilities that would manifest in the space environment. King et al. [13] suggests that such track structure effects could be important for (a) SEL is a parasitic bipolar effect in CMOS devices which amplifies current injected into the SV. Since the SEL SV involves the device substrate, ions with sufficient range to inject charge down to the substrate (solid arrow) are more likely to cause the effect than shorter range ions (dashed arrow) (figure adapted from [12] ). (b) In research describing cryogenic SEL, [10] found that SEL cross section increased for ion ranges up to m and then decreased gradually, indicating that SEL susceptibility scales with charge deposited in the SV instead of LET.
CMOS technologies with feature sizes 45 nm and below. While detailed discussion of this shortcoming is beyond the scope of this work, these issues may prove difficult to overcome for many current and future state-of-the-art devices.
This study used the CRÈME-MC Monte Carlo package [14] , [15] on the Vanderbilt University ACCRE Cluster [16] to generate proton recoils and measure the energy they deposited in SV characteristic of destructive and nondestructive SEE. CRÈME-MC uses the Monte Carlo Radiative Energy Deposition (MRED) package, which in turn uses the CEM03 nuclear code for proton-nuclear interactions [17] . These well-validated codes are in good agreement with measured cross sections [18] .
III. DSEE MECHANISMS AND REPRESENTATIVE SV
DSEE mechanisms research continues to be an active area of inquiry, and each new study emphasizes that DSEE susceptibility cannot be characterized purely in terms of ion LET [8] - [12] . Single-event latchup (SEL) is a parasitic bipolar effect in CMOS circuits (see Fig. 2 ). Because SEL involves the device substrate, charge generated in this region can play an important role, and the SV for SEL may extend tens of microns into the device. [11] showed that particle range could affect the saturated cross section by over two orders of magnitude and [12] further emphasized the importance of ion range. Marshall [10] measured SEL cross section versus ion energy at cryogenic temperatures and found that charge was collected at least 35 m into the device [see Fig. 2(b) ]. The rapid rise in SEL cross section with ion range followed by a gradual decline shows that the relevant quantity determining SEL susceptibility is the charge deposited in the SV (several tens of m deep) rather than ion LET. This means that LET should also be a better metric than LET for describing SEL susceptibility. Treatments based on proton test data that describe SEL susceptibility in terms ion LET are likely to significantly overestimate the hardness of a device to heavy-ion SEL.
Single-event gate rupture (SEGR) in power MOSFETs depends not just on the charge generated by an ion in the SV, but also on the ion angle of incidence and even its atomic number Z [8] (see Fig. 3 ). Since the angular distribution of recoil ions for protons with MeV is flat out to 80 degrees to the incident proton [4] , few recoil ions will be effective for causing SEGR. The Z dependence of SEGR poses additional issues for bounding SEGR susceptibility with proton data. Not only do proton recoils have , it is thought that the Z dependence arises from a momentary weakening of the gate oxide as the ion passes through it. Thus, if a proton recoil passes through the gate oxide, its range into the semiconductor (and therefore charge collected) will be reduced, while if it is generated in the semiconductor (maximizing charge collected), it will not weaken the gate oxide. Proton testing will not just underestimate heavy-ion SEGR risk but could miss the susceptibility altogether. While SEGR mainly affects power MOSFETs, similar effects occur in FLASH memory [19] and some bipolar technologies [20] .
Like SEL, single-event burnout (SEB) is a parasitic bipolar effect (see Fig. 4 ). Like SEGR, SEB sensitivity has a complicated angular dependence [9] . While ion range is less critical than for SEL and SEGR, [9] shows SEB susceptibility decreasing for ions with range m and suggests SEB vulnerability increases with Z (although the mechanism not currently known). The Z, range and angular dependence suggest proton recoils will likely be ineffective for bounding SEB risk.
Although DSEE SV are complicated, simplified SV models (such as those we use) are sufficient to reveal the difficulties of using proton data to bound heavy-ion SEE rates. This study represented the SV as cubes surrounded by inert Si (see Fig. 5 ). The smallest SV was a -m cube, roughly representative of charge collection volumes for nondestructive SEE. This SV is large enough that SEE response is unlikely to be dominated by fluctuations in energy deposition, but sufficiently small that LET does not vary significantly over the ion path through the SV even for proton recoils. Thus, LET provides a reasonable approximation of energy in the SV. For deep submicron CMOS devices with SV smaller than a -m cube, the track structure effects described in [13] may not be negligible. The largest SV was a -m cube. This is a fairly shallow charge collection depth d for DSEE. However, it illustrates the problems arising from using proton recoils as a proxy for heavy-ion test data, and for any deeper SV, the behavior of proton recoils would only deviate further from accelerator or galactic cosmic ray (GCR) heavy ions. We also ran simulations for SV of intermediate size--m and -m cubes-to establish trends. All SV were located under 100 m of inert Si in which the proton recoil ion equilibrated and were surrounded by inert Si at least several microns thick. Fig. 3 . SEGR occurs when an ion passes through a MOSFET gate oxide, momentarily weakening it. The ion then generates charge in the device epitaxial layer(s), which is collected and increases the electric field across the gate oxide to the point of breakdown. MOSFETs are most susceptible when the ion atomic number is high, the ion is incident normally to the gate oxide and generates maximum charge in the SV extending down to the substrate. Fig. 4 . SEB occurs when an ion injects charge into a parasitic bipolar junction transistor. As with SEGR, susceptibility depends on Z, energy, and angle of incidence of the ion. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the dependence of LET on proton fluence and the size of the SV. These plots were realized assuming saturated cross section of cm made up of multiple SV of the given size (that is, -m cubes or -m cubes, etc.). The maximum LET is defined as the value where a mean of 2.3 recoils have this value of LET or higher (equating to 90% confidence (based on Poisson statistics) of at least one such recoil being realized). Regardless of SV size, the maximum LET realized increases rapidly from 20-50 MeV, but flattens from 100-500 MeV. This is because little nuclear fragmentation takes place for proton energies ( ) below 50 MeV while the range and energy deposited by the recoil ions increases with . Above MeV, ion range continues to increase, but the count of ions with also increases. The maximum LET also increases significantly as proton fluence increases from to cm as rare events transfer higher energy to the recoil ion and the probability of an ion traversing a longer chord through the SV increases.
The influence of SV depth on maximum LET in Fig. 6 is pronounced. Fig. 7 examines this trend in more detail by adding intermediate SV sizes. The deviation of LET from LET is small for 2 micron cubes, while that for 5 micron cubes it is significant. This has important implications not only for the hardening that can be realized with epitaxial layers, but also for help rendered by an epitaxial layer for bounding heavy-ion SEL risk with proton data as discussed in the next section. We also examined whether high-Z material in the component affects the maximum LET produced by placing a 600 nm tungsten overlayer just above the SV. (See Fig. 8 .)This produced much higher maximum LET , but only for high proton energies ( MeV) and fluences ( cm ). Although producing higher LET ions might seem advantageous for hardness assurance purposes, one cannot know which particle is responsible for a particular SEE mode. As such the presence of high-Z materials merely increases the uncertainty over likely heavy-ion SEE susceptibility. Also, most of the energy of recoil ions from high-Z materials derives from fission of the heavy nucleus, so other high-Z materials (e.g., Au and Pb) may yield different LET distributions. We have chosen W because W vias introduce large targets near device SV.
The trend in Fig. 7 suggests that the differences between the current study and [4] - [7] derive primarily from the effects due to SV depth and our use of LET instead of LET. Additional support for this hypothesis comes if we combine cross section versus energy data in [6, Fig. 5] with the species data in [6, Fig.  10 ]. The result (see Fig. 9 ) shows that although 200 MeV protons would produce 10456 Mg ions, only 30 of these would have energy higher than the Bragg peak. The chances of one of these 30 ions traversing a long chord through a thick SV are minimal. Although the majority of C ions have energies above the Bragg peak, fewer C ions are produced by 200 MeV protons, and their LET is more than a factor of 2 lower than Mg. Had [4] - [7] analyzed their results in terms of LET rather than LET, their results would have been similar to the current study. The above results show that an attempt to bound heavy-ion SEE susceptibility with proton test data solely in terms of LET may significantly overestimate the SEE hardness of the device. Moreover, the deeper the SV, the greater the overestimate may be. A treatment in terms of LET is more likely to provide a conservative bound on heavy-ion SEE susceptibility, since for Fig. 9 . Although [6] showed that MeV protons in Si produce Mg ions, over 99.7% have energy below the Bragg peak and range m. Other ions with have similar kinematics. The same fluence produces 1485 C ions, with the majority having ranges longer than the Bragg peak. However, the lower C ion LET means that despite longer range, C ions do not deposit more energy even in a deep SV. At lower proton energies, there are proportionately more ions at higher Z, but recoil energies are lower, while at higher proton energies, recoil ions have higher energies, but lower average Z.
shallow SV it will reproduce the results of a LET-based analysis, while for deep SV, it will better reflect the physics underlying the SEE mechanism. (In many cases, we have little idea of the SV depth, especially for destructive SEE. Assuming a conservative depth, perhaps guided by similarity data, is essential to avoid underestimating SEE risk.)
V. HARDNESS ASSURANCE IMPLICATIONS
The discussions of DSEE mechanisms and the Monte Carlo results paint a pessimistic picture for use of proton data to bound heavy-ion DSEE rates. The Z, angular and range dependence of SEGR and SEB suggest proton testing will significantly underestimate SEB/SEGR risk if it detects the susceptibility at all. Given this unreliability, the most prudent strategy for SEB/ SEGR is risk avoidance (e.g., by derating applied voltages), although this may prove difficult for many COTS systems without significant reverse engineering.
The situation is more favorable for SEL. However, improperly accounting for SV depth d can underestimate the SEL rate by (for m) for proton test fluences of -MeV protons/cm or x if the fluence is cm . (Note: these ratios are for GCR SEE rates at the International Space Station averaged over a broad range of representative Weibull cross section versus LET.)
In many cases, SEL susceptibility is reduced if the part is manufactured with a thin epitaxial layer of Si, since this reduces charge collection from the substrate. One implication of this study is that if a part is fabricated with a thin epitaxial layer, the analyses in [4] - [7] will be less likely to overestimate the part's hardness.
For nondestructive SEE, charge collection volumes are shallower, and our results would likely match those of [4] - [7] for SV sufficiently large that the constant LET assumption is valid. However, [13] showed that the broader charge-track distribution for high-energy ions can trigger error modes that would not be revealed by low-energy proton recoils. Below the 45-nm node, this could be a significant concern for multibit upsets and upsets in hardened latches that rely on spatially separated redundant nodes for their hardening.
Finally, we look at the implications of the current study for board-level/system-level proton testing. In principle, one of the biggest advantages of proton testing is that it allows one to irradiate a complicated multitechnology component [2] , or even an entire board or system without having to significantly modify it. Unfortunately, such a test vehicle is likely to use multiple technologies, each with its own SEE modes (some destructive and some not) and each SEE mode with its characteristic SV. As such, the same test result with the same fluences and proton energies may have different implications for the hardness of each component to each SEE mode. The risk estimate for the entire system will be driven by our understanding of the weakest component in the system. For example, if we knew only that a component was CMOS, it would be prudent to interpret a null result for SEL assuming that the component has a deep SV for SEL. If we subsequently learned that the component was manufactured with on a -m epitaxial layer, this would allow us to reinterpret our results as implying a greater hardness to SEL for the part. Similarly, knowing W is present in a part or system could significantly change our interpretation of test results-or perhaps change our thinking about the suitability of the part for use of proton testing to bound heavy-ion SEE rate estimates. Conclusions about the heavy-ion susceptibility of a complicated part or system based on the results of a single-energy proton irradiation are likely to be highly uncertain unless we have additional detailed knowledge of the technologies and components of that part/system.
VI. GENERALIZED LINEAR MODEL
Although proton SEE test data can constrain heavy-ion SEE susceptibility, bounding destructive SEE modes remains problematic. The previous discussion has shown that the only DSEE mode where proton testing might reliably provide useful bounds is SEL-and even then, a single-energy irradiation may not provide sufficient information about the SEL SV to bound the failure rate with confidence. Even for nondestructive SEE, a single-energy test is unlikely to place meaningful bounds on susceptibility in any but the most benign heavy-ion environments. This raises the question of whether multiple energies might be used to improve the bounds. Recoils from low-energy protons tend to have (and so, higher LET), but short range, while high-energy proton recoils tend to have similar fluxes of ions with and , but have longer ranges. These differences can be seen in Fig. 7 , where LET saturates at lower energy for shallow SV than for deeper SV. Thus, use of multiple proton energies could differentiate between candidate SV and better constrain SEE rates.
We assumed that the cross section follows a Weibull and used a Generalized Linear Model to constrain the model parameters and determine the heavy-ion cross section versus LET curves consistent with the proton data to a desired confidence level as in [21] . However, because of the short range of most proton recoils, we parameterize the Weibull in LET rather than LET. For a range of proton energies incident on sensitive volumes with a given cross section and depth d, we used CRÈME-MC to generate the proton recoil LET distributions (LET ). When stored as a look-up table, these distributions can serve as a CRÈME-MC emulator to determine which of the candidate SV are consistent with proton SEE data.
It should be noted that the cross section of the SV changes with LET , while the depth, d, which is along the predominant direction of the proton recoil changes less. Thus for a given proton energy , a device with sensitive volumes of depth d will generate an expected number of events (2) We chose to be the Weibull form parameterized in terms of the limiting cross section , onset LET, LET , and the Weibull width w and shape s. Observed events will fluctuate about this mean according to the Poisson distribution, so the likelihood L for the GLM will be (3) Ideally, we would maximize L in terms of the parameters. However, proton data usually weakly constrains the SV model, so we likely will be unable to find a single clear best-fit model. Rather, it may be necessary to take as a bound the worst-case rate for any SV consistent with the proton data to a given confidence level [21] . Another approach would be to use proton data along with other data and constrain SV model parameters with a Bayesian Prior.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have examined how device SV geometry affects conclusions that can be drawn from proton SEE data for heavy-ion SEE susceptibility. For device SV deeper than 2-3 m, charge generation by recoil ions from proton-ion collisions tends to be limited by the ion's range rather than its LET. This means that proton data weakly constrain heavy-ion induced SEL. Also, when SEL is a concern, a proton test fluence of cm or even cm with energy MeV is needed. The situation for SEGR and SEB is more difficult, given their dependence on ion angle of incidence and species as well as range. For SEGR and SEB, generalizing from proton data to heavy-ion susceptibility is risky, and risk avoidance based on voltage derating is preferred.
We also note that the current study has important implications for testing of complex, multitechnology parts, boards and systems. Since each component may be susceptible to multiple SEE modes each with its own characteristic SV, it may not be possible to draw a single conclusion about system hardness to destructive or nondestructive SEE unless one has detailed knowledge of the individual components of the system. Since there may be some systems where proton testing is the only viable option for bounding SEE susceptibility, it is all the more important that the methodology used provides a conservative bound on heavy-ion susceptibility.
Finally, we also propose a generalized linear model approach for using proton SEE data to bound heavy-ion SEE susceptibilities that allows data for several proton energies to be combined to draw more reliable conclusions about device SV geometries from proton data. We hope to further develop these techniques, including use of proton testing as one data source for a Bayesian approach in future work.
